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CHPTRS. 

CHAPTER V . 

PROBLEMS RELATED TO SOIL EROSION 

AND THEIR- EFFECTS 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter deals with various land usages 

which are erosive in nature .. They aid and abate the fundamental 

erosional mechanisms and processes bringing about the effect of 

overall deterioration of , both , the climate and the prod~ctivity 

of any area . The problematic practices discussed in details are 

faulty cultivation practices unauthorised quarrying 

unscientific water disposal , construction of new roads , extension 

of existing roads , construction of dams bridges , etc . , over 

settlement , deforestation , overgrazing , and forest fires . The 

effects discussed in details are deterioration of climate 

shortage of fuel and fodder , increase in flash floods , reduced 

water supply , damage to reservoir and irrigation channel , damage 

to communication rout~s . To gat an insight into the effects of 

soil erosion the problems need be discussed first . 
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PROBLEMS 

Am9ng the problems related with soil 

f·aul ty cultivation at;~d land management practices ··are of. 

paramount importance 

5. 1 . 1 FAULTY CULTIVATION PRACTICES : 

Major ·land use in the study area is tea 

cultivation . There are some pockets of agriculture in sprawling 

tea gardens Several faulty cultivation practices have been 

noticed in the study area . 

The study area by virtue of having a very 

high rainfall , generates large amount of run off from the fields 

. Cultivation oftcpntour terraces is absolutely necessary . The 

contour terraces act as a·series of miniature reservoirs to hold 

excess run off and provide increased time opportunity to soil to 

absorb as much water as possible ( Singh et al , 1991 ) 

It is seen that several tea gardens have raised tea 

crops without proper terracing of land. In other cases , even if 

terraces are made , they are very poorly maintained as in Singel 

tea garden ( Pl~te 7 ) and do not provide any protection to soil 

against run off . Invariably in such tracts the tea bushes are 

extremely sickly and have very low yields . In some others 

Ambootia tea garden ) , it is seen that extensive soil working has 

been done to raise a new plantation without any terracing ( Plate 

8 ) . Though· the slope is not steep and area is protected from 
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straw mulch during rains the soil and nutrl.ent losses are 

formidable . In agriculture lands , terracing is quite common 

But exc~pt a few patches on the stretch between.Sonada and Ghoom

Jor bunglo'w , most of terraces are i 11 maintained and ou twar dl y 

sloping ones Since.construction and maintenance of terraces is 

·quite costly , ·it is only the wealthier farmers who are able to 

afford them . Outward sloping terraces have been seen , in and· 

around Gorabari , Dilaram , Tung , Sepoydhura , and Pachim . Among 

the tea gardens , Cedar , Mandakoti , and Talkat tea gardens are 

seen having outwardly sloping terraces . Large number of abando~ed 

fields are seen around Gorabari and Pachim , probably , because of 

low fertility and exposure of rock outcrops due to excessive soil 

washing Outward sloping terraces especial! y in case of 

agriculture where· intensive soil working is necessary are 

instrumental in causing lots of dama·ge by washing down top soil , 

soil nutrients and soil organic matter . Wherever impounding of 

water is done for cultivation as for paddy land slides often 

result ( Plate 6 ) . This is also seen that no proper arrangement 

are made for' disposal of excess water from terraced fields 

Terrace risers get broken here and there and once impounded water 

is let loose it goes down breaking· a series ·of them . This 

results in gullying . Soon landslides over take , devours part of 

field and renders rest the least fertile and most degraded . Such 

fields are abandoned as maintaining of terrace risers becomes 

uneconomical once the top soil is washed . 

Among the agronomic practices 

cultivation of potato and maize are quite extensive in the study 
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area .Both of them need intensive soil working during rainy season 

Cul ti va tion of maize without any soi 1 conservation measure 

causes heavy erosion on the sloping land ( Khybri • 1991 ) • Both 

, maize .and potato along with vegetables are considered as soi1 

depleting crops as they leave little or no re$idue on or in the 

soil ( Michael et al , 1 9 81 ) • Besides , it has been seen that 

potato is planted along the slope ( up __ down the slope ) in the 

study area leading to enhanced erosion . No crop rotation is seen 

as most of agriculture is. single cropped and rain fed . Th.is leads 

to degradation of soil over a period of time . The fact that simply 

by adopting appropriate cultivation procedu~~s , it is possible , 

without any great increase in cost to reduce soil er~sion by up 

to 80 percent is realised- little by cultivators ( Zachar • 1984 

) . 

5. 1 • z UNAUTHORISED QUARRYING FOR BOULDERS 

Large size boulders are common on the 

jhora beds in humid ret;;Jions . These boulder-s protect the soi 1 

underneath which would otherwise be washed dovin by the gushing 

torrential waters . Besides this , the boulders work as natural 

barriers , and reduce velocity of flow considerably . Roughness of 

beds , too , increases . On account of this , effective gradient 

of jhora and the height of water fall are reduced . Due to zig zag 

movement of flowing waters caused by presence of boulders in the 

jhora bed , the length of slope of running water is increased , 

thereby reducing the gradient of running water further . All these 

/ 
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factors tend to reduce the energy·gradient of running water as much 

as possible providing stability to jhora banks and beds . 

Once the boulders are removed during dry 

season , the soil underneath gets exposed . The running waters 

rushing down the jhora during the following rainy season , carries 

the exposed soil along exposing still deeper layers . The process 

continues. The jhora goes on deepening and banks go.on slumping 

till a fresh layers of boulders has lined the bed again either by 

exposer from deeper layers of soil or by deposition from the bed 

load carried from upstream side .· During the next dry season these 

boulders too get removed by ·unauthorised q~,.tarrying The 

process con~inues with consequence of widening and deepeni~g of 

jhora ultimately leading to mass fai 1 ure of the nature of land 

slide or debris flow . 

The unauthorised quarrying was 

unknown a few years back During political disturbances in 

Darjeeling hills between 1986 and 1988 slackened control resulted 

in ominous start of unauthorised quarrying As per Forest 

Conservation ) Act , 1980 , boulders in hills are permitted to be 

brought only from a few river beds in qlains , the collection by 

unauthorised quarrying of boulders increased by leaps and·bounds 

. Being cheaper than that brought from plains , these boulders got 

ready market . 

Tea gardens , too , are contributing 

to unauthorised quarrying . All the constructions in tea gardens 

, especially roads , culverts , bridges and buildings , use large 

quantities of boulders collected locally . Very little of boulders 
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are imported by tea garden s from the sta ble river beds in plains 

. The boulder s are usually dug out from the degraded area s ~ithin 

the tea garden leading to further degradation of site . 

Specific localitie s ~here 

unauthorised quarrying is seen in the s tudy area are lar ge in 

numbe r . The jhora near Phazi catchpit , meeting river Rinchintong 

on its left bank , (200 mt down s tream from Dilaram factory ) is 

su bjected to quarrying .Th e stretch of Hill Cart road bet~een 

Gora bari to R1nchin tong ha s several si tes of unauthori se d quarrying 

. At the time of sur vey during November 1993 , about 200 cub . mt. 

of boulder s ~ere seen stacke d alon g the Hill Cart road in this 

st retch . A site 100 mt down the road from Dilar a m bazzar , is 

su bjected to intensi ve quarry ing . A jhora crossi ng Hill Cart road 

200 mt north of Tu ng railway s tation too , is subjected to 

inten s ive qua rrying . So is the case of Chaitapani jhora draining 

the stretch bet~een Goethal ·s memorial sc hool a nd St . Mary · s Hill 

(Plate 9 On a site 100 mt down the Hill Ca rt road from Sonada 

bazzar a precipitous uphill slo pe along the road is being 

quarried dangerously . The So nq Hollow Block Industry , l ocated on 

the left bank of Rinchintong jhora on Hill Cart road has been 

quarrying sand over s everal decades ~ithout an y apparent check 

adding enhanced sedime nt load in the s t ream . Near Cedar ba s ti and 

Pachang bazzar , a few sites of unauthorised quarrying are seen 

. The list is the least exhaustive . Because of paucity of time and 

resource s , detailed s urvey cou ld not be undertaken . However , it 

is believed that unauthorised quarrying has taken very s erious 

dimensions in the study area . There are innumerable spots wher e 
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men and women c6uld be seen breaki~g boulders i~to chips and metals 

for selling . What is even more serious is that , after the loose 

boulders are exhausted, rock outcrops jutting_either in the bed 

or in the bank are attacked 'with hammer and chisels . These rock 

outcr~ps are the anchors and help transfer the weight of the land 

mass ly~ng upslope to the deeper strata of earth . When they give 

way , mass failures o6cur . 

5. 1 . 3 . UNSCIENTIFIC WATER DISPOSAL 

The disposal .of water in any tract 

should· be done through natural drainage systems. Nature has 
. . 

de$igned each jhora , however small or large , to carry a certain 

quanti~y.6f ~ater from its catchment o If this quantity is altered 

, the jhora redesigns itself o If flow is augmented , velocity of 

flowing water , hydrauliC radius of flow • and gradient of surface 

of flow , increase . .This· shall be a high energy situation and 

hence unstable o The flowing water shall tend to attain a low 

energy situation by reducing the velocity As per fundamental 

principles of flow of liquids in open channel ( Manning's. formula 

being one based on that the reduction in velocity can be 

brought about by reducing , either hydraulic radius or ~urface 

gradient or both , of the flow . The result is widening of flow 

channel or meandering of flow o The former reduces the hydraulic 

radius , and the latter the surface gradient , of flow . In 

nature , usually , a combination of these two occur and a river 

, when it widens, invariably meanders, too. The results are 

disastrous from the point of view of soil conservation Any· 
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¢onsiderable slumping of otherwise stable ·stream banks is sure 

indication that the flow·in the channel ~ight have been augmented. 

The black top hill roads traversing 

across the slope and having elaborate drainage sys~ems., .are the 

biggest factors in changing fluvial pattern on hill slopes : The 

drains along the hills run for a conside~able distance collect~ng 

flowing water from smaller jhora finally debauching ~he same in 

bigger ones where bed is considered stable Little is 

realised that as per th~ fundamental prin9iples of flow of liduid~ 

in open channels , slumping of banks shall take place . More often 

than not , such accumulated flows result either in landslide ,· or 

in subsidence It is far better if each small drainage line is 

given its way its flow characteristics and natural catchment· is 

altered as little as possible . It is not done , probably , on cost 

consideration as each jhora shall have to be provided with a safe 

passage across the road . The present practice may be economical 

for the time being , but the overall loss in long run is colossal. 

The dirt road in the study area 

provide another instance of unscienti fie water disposal . These 

roads are often not provided with proper side drains . During a 

rain storm , it is a common sight that water is flowi'ng on the 

surface of such dirt roads . Agricultural fields , even if terraced 

, do not have proper system of disposal of excess water by grassed 

water ways . In some instances , water from jhora is directed 

through irrigation channels for flood irrigation and excess water 

is not properly disposed off . This leads to soil degradation down 

slope . 
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Due to un scienti fie disposal of water 

several instances of soil erosion are seen in the stu dy area . Dirt 

road in Maharani tea garden is damaged due to thi s about Z km above 

Dilaram tea factory . In Margarate ' s Hope tea garden , faulty water 

disposal along the roads has led to r i 11 and gully erosion . In 

Ch hota Ringto ng and Bara Ringtong tea garden s , several dirt roads 

( some of them abandoned ) , are seen without proper drainage . 

They are cont ributing a lot to the sediment load of Pachim river 

Many foot track s are degenerating into gullies . In Rongmuk , 

Oaks and Mandakoti tea ga r den s , too , roads are not provided with 

proper drains and water flows on the road surface causing severe 

soi l erosion . In Talkat and Milling tea garden s few foot track s 

are seen degener atin g into gullies . 

5. 1. 4 EXTENSION OF ROADS 

Exte ns ion and con s truction of roads 

i s yet another activity causing lots of erosion . This involves 

c utting of ear th for ma king road bench In the s teep hilly t e rrain 

, spo il s are never transported from the s ite or are used otherwi se 

Invariably they get dumped on the down hill s l ope . With c oming 

of rains, mo s t of it gets washed down th e s l ope It buries 

prod uctive fields rendering them wa s te Progress ively it i s 

washed down the s tream making entire expenditu r e on soil 

conse rvatio n any where in the catchment infructuous . The process 

of washing down of spoil s , continues over s everal year s rende ring 

th e s tream muddier that l ong 
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In addition to soil erosion problems 

related with the dug up earth , the road bench cuts across many a_ 

streams cha·nging hydrological characteristics of drainage lines 

This often leads to flow of water on the surface of road 

dislodging freshly exposed soil particles . This adds to the spoils 

ready_ to be washed· down the slope . Because of obstructing road 

bench , water start~ flowing 6haotically some times leading to 

failure of ro~d bench and ~ if sufficient water flow is available 

s to mass movement of soil . 

Study area has a well developed road 

network. Many are black topped with reasonably good side drains , 

on account of this , there is no great need for construction o~ 

extensioh of roads . Two specific instances that need be mentioned 

are the new road being constructed from Pubong Phatak ( located 

near Lepchahagat ) to Dudhia and an air strip under construction 

on a site about 2 km south west of Rongbul . The Pubong Phatak -

Dudh ia road is a very ambitious pro j~ct taken up by Dar jeel i ng 

Gorkha Hill Council. This has been only partly constructed-and has 

brought about very severe soil erosion in Upper Balason Catchment 

.-As the cutting of road bench proceeds further in future, it is 

likely to contrib~te inc~easingly higher amounts of sediment load 

to the rivers . The air strip is being constructed on top of a 

spur emanating from Rongbull Here , too , flattening of ground 

involves huge amount of earth cutting The dug up earth is getting 

washed down to , both , Upper Balason and Rongmuk rivers . Minor 

extension of some roads has been seen in Rong~uk tea·garden . In 

Oaks tea gar den too , construction of one new dirt road is 
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causing a lot of soil ~rosion . Similarly one dirt road , leading 

from C~dar tea garden to Rongmuk fact6ry is also showing lots 6f 

soil erosion . One new foot track being constructed about 300 mt 

below Sonada bazzar is also showing erosion • 

5. 1 • 5 OVER SETTLE~ENTS : 

Over settlements , as such , do not affect 

very largely soil erosion status of any particular tract • The 

effect is more indirect thari otherwise • Heavy concentration of 

population is often · accompanied by increased concentration ·of 

cattle population , too . · This necessitates increased supply of 

fodder and brings about increased pressure on pasture lands leading 

to their degradation . Grass becomes scarce during winter and 

summer when trees are badly lopped for fodder . This results in 

reduced canopy density causing greater splash and sheet washing 

during next rain. Heavy concentration of human population requires 

larger quantity of fuel wood This tells very badly on the 

sustainable use of woody vegetation , especially forests . Heavy 

concentration of population is almost always associated with large 

destruction of forests_. This leads to all possible for~s of soil 

degradation including leaching down of soil nutrients and organic· 

matter impoverishing the soil further . 

In the study area ·the highest 

population density is met in the Kurseong town , the density being 

3566 per'sons per km 2 in 1 9 81 ( Appendix IX . This value has 

gone up ·to 5430 in 1991 ( Govt. of India, 1991). The lowest 

population density of 66 persons per km 2 is met in the Ghoom forest 
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. The Hill Cart road .village and the ST. Mary's Khas mahal ' 

have high density of 2068 and 2039 persons per km 2 • Among the tea 

gardens , Maharani is the most and Ambootia the least , populous 

. Maharani t~a garden is located very close to the Mahldram forest 

, causing spectacular degrad~tion of forests around Sepoydhura , -

Tung and Dilaram Plate 10 ) . It is seen that in 1981 ·the 

population density for the entire study area is 465 ~hereas the 
" " 

o~er all density for the Darjeeling district was 325 over 143 

percent above the average ). 

5. 1. 6 DEFORESTATION 

Another important factor leading to 

soil erosion is deforestation To understand the menancing 

effects of deforestation , one has to consider , first of all , the 

influence of forests . 

Deforestation as is obvious · 

brings about a number of pedological hydrological and 

environmental degradation . Removal or thinning out of canopy , 

exposes the soil beneath to the full erosivity of rain storms . 

This sets in various soil ~roding processes and mechanisms activ~ 

. So long top soil contains some organic matter , soil particles 

are not easily splashed by the impact of rain drops . The organic 

matter , however , does not last long . Organic molecules with low 

molecular weight are first to depart Others foll_ow soon 

Sdluble salts and soil nutrients are leached down far quickly than 

the organic matter In situations of splash erosion fine soil 

particles block the pore spaces making soil impervious . Even there 
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be elaborate root channels beneath. water is not allowed to 
percolate down Thus ., volume of . run ·off is increased with 

consequent effect on soil erosion 

In various phases of forest's progressive 
. 

succession towards the climax '· t·he· · corresponding plant 

associations modify the site and prepare the way for plant 

associations typical of following. phases until the climax is 

reached . Wherever the progressive succession of forest vegetation 

is allowed to evolve without outside'interference , above all by 

man , the forest supplies the most compfete and most efficient 

defence of soils ( Pavari , 1978 ) . ·There is a marked contrast 

between the influence of forests ahd influence of other plant 

covers , especially ·grass cover • Gr·ass , when it is dense and 

unbroken , provides an effective defence against surface erosion 

; but it affects soil porosity only along a comparatively thin 

layer , while the forests probe to a far greater depth .. The grass 

cover.- more so because it easily gets saturated ) facilitates 

surface run off while the forest when there has been no 

interference , tends to encourage infiltration and absorption of 

water and to increase under ground supplies . In forest stand , 

water can move rapidly , both , parallel to the slope and downwards 

. Where underlying soil horizons are dense , root channels may be 

the principal path ways for water movement Hoover , 1978 ) • 

More than 10,000 vertical channels per ha in a hard wood forests 

growing on silt loam soils has been reported Gaiser , 1 952 ) . 

These channels are formed by decay of roots . They may be nearly 

hollow or may be filled with soils resembling Al or AZ horizon . 
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Many lateral channels radiate outwards from the central core and 

they also contain very permeable materials . In the course of one 

forest generation, several thousands of vertical channels are 

formed . The fact that the decayed root system are interlockinQ in 

a horizontal and vertical network , increases their efficiency in 

distributing water through the deeper soils . In addition to 

forming passage ways for rapid water movement , the large pore 

space provides a~ opportunity for temporary water storage . This 

water is only temporarily held but this form of storage is 

exceedingly important because·it prolongs the period during which 

water can percolate ~nto underlying strata . T(lis also provides 

emergency storage of water which is otherwise forced to move off 

over the soil surface . Forests use water in large quantities and 

a watershed bare of vegetation is capable of yielding a larger 

quantity of water than that when it is fully under the cover of 

fo~est . Denser and more luxuriant the forest vegetation , greater 

the loss of water to the watershed . Forest cover tends to equalise 

the run off over a longer period of tim~. It increases storage 

capacity of watershed ( ~specially where soil are thin and heavy 

and impervious ) and reduces soil ero.sion . In general, if primary 

object of land management is flood regulation and soil 

stabilisation , the aim should to maintain densest possible cover 

of vegetation If , on the other hand , object is to obtain 

maximum water yield compatible with soil. stability and flood 

regulation minimum of vegetation above the critical level of 

deterioration need be maintained Hoover , 1 978 ) . 
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A~ is seen from Appendix X , a total of 

4777 ha of forest is there in the study area . Out of this , tea 

gardens have 845 ha and Govt. forests account for 3780 ha and the 

rest 152 ha ar.e located in private ownership . The condition of 

privately owned forests , which are in small pa,tches ·in h·omestead 

lands , is good . Tea garden forests are mostly d,egraded . So are 

those owned by the Government , especially on south - western 

aspect. The localities· where extensive damage to forests have been 

done are Mahaldram and Sencbal forests . These areas are flanked 

by heavy density of population and have degraded mostly on account 

of illicit collection of fuel wood . 

5. 1 • 7 OVERGRAZING 

Yet another practice leading to soil 

erosion , . is overgrazing . This is a menance and generally does 

much more serious damage to vegetal cover than is usually believed 

. The entire country has the problem of overgrazing . In 52 percent 

of India's forests , there is no regeneration owin~ to the combined 

~ffect of biotic pressures , the chief among which is overgrazing 

.. While the policies advocate a strict grazing practice , cattle 

entry into reserve forests continue to be free and unregulated 

Sunder , 1992 ) . Constant grazing even in alpine pastures has 

caused the diminution of phosphoric acid in the soil ( Chatterjee 

, 1980 ). Usually in alpine pastures too, the numbers grazed is 

beyond the grazing capacity and hence impoverishment of 

pasture is the result Sheep and goat are arch enemies of 

vegetation . Sheep graze on grass only whereas goat is a voracious 
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browser which devours leaves , twigs , small branches , and leading 

shoots of the plants , either killing them or mauling them very 

badly . Over grazed slopes show erosion and characteristic heavy 

trails of catlle cris crossing one another . Sheep and goat trails 

are spect2cular and extend on even very steep slopes . Overgrazed 

gras.s lands degrade into bush land a.nd dry thickets . The removal 

of protective vegetation combined with the trampling of the soil 

sur face by anima 1 hooves 1 eads to a rapid loss of soi 1 a 

lowering of infiltration rate and flash flooding Edward et al 

1990 . In regions of high rainfall erosivity and high soil 

erodibility , this cycle is self propagating and rnay lead to the 

wide spread removal of soil by sheet and gully erosion . Moderate 

grazing produces on 1 y negligible soil erosion whereas heavy 

orazing brings about great loss of soil . In forest ecosystem , 

under Deodar stands , overgrazed plots produce seven times more 

soil loss several times more nutrient loss and less than one 

third litter fall in comparison to the control plot ( Singh et al 

1995 ) . Though variable with species to species , in general , 

moderate grazing leaves approximately 10 em of stubble height 

whereas that height after a period of overgrazing is 5 em or even 

less ( Dunford et al 1969 ) . 

Secondary succession on grazed timber 

lands can be encouraged by limiting animal use , which decreases 

damage by , both . grazing and trampling . Stepping on trees or 

grass and soil compaction can be even more damaging than grazing 

. Soil compaction is specially serious when the soil is too ~et to 
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bear an animal ' s weight without ma king deep foot pr ints ( Harris 

et al , 1984 ) . 

In Dar jee ling Forest Division whi ch 

con t rib utes north and no rth - western parts of the forests in the 

study area ( Ghoom Simana forest open grazing was earlier 

allowed only in areas north of Little Rangit river . Elsewhere , 

it was res tricted and allowed only on th e s tr e ngth of permits 

The deleterious effect of overgrazing on so il and regeneration are 

noticeable in these part s of upper hill fore sts wher e undergrowth 

ha s been re duced to those species which are non - palata bl e to 

cattle Natural regen era tion of tree s pecies have become 

prac ti cally non -ex istent as a res ult of co ntinued browsing and 

trampli ng . There are a numb e r of departmental bathans wh ere catt le 

are stall fed . Th e own er s are allowed t o collect fodder from th e 

adjoining fore s ts and ther-e are fenced ar-eas around the stalls 

wh ere catt l e can exerci se Thi s s ystem wa s introduced to 

di sco urage open grazing which often degenerates into overgrazing 

But in practice , bathan stall feeding has been found to be of 

limited utility due to indifferent attitude of ca ttle owners 

Govt . of West Benga l , 1970 ) Though Darjeeling Grazing Rule s 

were made way back in 1895 , and were meant to regulate grazing 

in the reserve forests of Darjeeling Forest Divi s i on , they could 

not save the forests from being overgrazed In case of Kurseong 

For-es t Divis ion, which contributes forests located on the eastern 

part of the study area all along , forests were always closed for 

grazing Neve rt heles s un au th or i se d grazing took place along the 

boundaries . In younger plantations adjoin ing the localities , 
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damage to seedlings is caused , particularly by goats ( Govt. 

of West Bengal 1959 ) . It is reported in subsequent Working 

Plan , too , that unauthorised grazing damages young~r ·plantations 

near human habitations. Even forest villages , established with 

sole purpo?e of propagation of forests have started 

contributing . their share of ·cattle involved in such overgrazing 

( Govt. of West Bengal , 1976 ) . 

5. 1.8 FOREST FIRES 

Forest fires do a lot of damage from 

view point of soil conservation . They alter the physicochemical 

and biological property of soils by heating , altering and removing 

substances an·d. exposing the surface . The nature and degree of 

alterations depend on soil properties fire inten·si ty and 

duration , topography and climate . The processes involved are 

complex ; effects can not be predicted accurately and some times 

appear contradictory . During a forest fire heat moves into soil 

by conduction and within the soil by conduction , convection and 

diffusion (Barney et al, 1984 ). Quantity of availability to 

plants of N , P , K , Ca and Mg tend to increase temporarily in 

the upper mineral soil when overlying organic matter burns. Soil 

pH increases in direct proportion to the amount of material burnt. 

Virtually all species of mesofauna C mites , collembolids etc. 

and macrofauna ( large insects , spiders , earthworms , snails 

) experience an immedia.te , sharp population drop following a 

fares t fire Some require years to recover . Some are persi s ten tl y 

kept at low levels by repeated burning . Earthworms tend to decline 
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more than other species because of drier surface s·oils Ants 

increase disproportionately because of more xeric habitat . 

The effect of fire is so great on total runoff that control of 

fire is considered as one of the most effective tools of flood 

control ( Heard et al , .1969 )~ Potential harmful emissions from 

forest fires includ~ carbon dioxide darbon monoxide 

hydrocarbons , nitrogen and sulphur oxides , and particulate tarry 

droplets , ash , shoot etc. The effects of burning are extremely 

detrimental when heavy rain follows i~mediately after ( Dunford et 

al , < 1969 ) . Fire on grass land does much more damage than is 

generally recognised. The time one watershed needs for complete 

recovery from severe fire would be'hard to determine . It may be 

measured in decades for grass lands and brushwood and in centuries 

for forests ( Friedrich , 1969 ) • 

In Darjeeling district , fire is a 

great source of danger in upper hill forests . In these forests 

fire breaks out easily due to strong winds and presence of dense 

bamboo undergrow~h. The study area , where upper hill forests are 

non - existent , does not suffer from any serious forest fire . 

Crown forest fire is unknown in the study area . In excessively dry 

weather younger plantations do suffer from ground fires 

Protection of younger plantations from grazing produce . profuse 

regeneration of grasses . These dry during summer and present fuel 

for occasion fire , sweeping through plantations . Forest fires are 

completely unknown in the north - western parts of the study area 

which has easterly aspect . Another reason for absence of forest 

fires in the study area could be extensive monoculture by conifers 
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which produce little leaf litter and do not encourage multi-ti~r 

forests . 

5.2 EFFECTS OF S9IL EROSION : 

Soil erosion has a multitude of 

effects on quality of life of any nation One of the most 

im~ortant injurious effects of soil erosion is the deterio~ation 

of climate which is discu~s~d next . 

5. 2. 1 DETERIORATION OF CLIMATE : 

Continued washing of soil 

progressively degrades the top soi 1 and reduces the fer ti 1 i ty 

leading to progressive deterioration and finally disappearance of 

vegetation . These leads to extremes of. climatic conditions . In 

regard to temperature , maximum and minimum reach a new peak . 

Humidity is lowered because of absence of transpiring foliage 

While the evaporation of moisture from the soil is increased , the 

incidence of convection rain are reduced because of disappearance 

of forest cover Thus erosion results in extremes of 

temperature , lower humidity , increased evaporation and decreased 

local precipitation . 

In the study area , in general , soi 1 

erosion has brought about reduced density of forest vegetation . 

The effect is very pronounced if areas are grazed heavily 

gardens patches with sickly tea bushes are met in plenty 

In tea 

Though 
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study area in too small to get any meaningful inferencE3 about 

impact of deterioration vegetal. cover on various environmentai 

parameters it is ·a general experience that flood peaks 

incidence of landslides and extremes of temperatures have 

increased 

5.2.2 DETERIORATION OF CULTIVATED .FIELDS 

The surface soil lost with run off 

consists of·rich productive soil and fresh o~ active organic.matter 

. The eroded mat~rial which is ultimately carried into ocean , and 

thus lost , consists of colloidal matter , clay , silt , and finest 

grade of sand . Only a small fraction of the eroded rna ter ial is 

generally deposited in river beds or plains when the velocity of 

water reduces with the reduction of slope of river bed . The soil 

deposited in a river bed or reservoir is .not only unavailable for 

cultivation but is ·definitely harmful . 

Shallow stony soils consequent to 

sheet erosion and badly cut up and gullied area consequent to 

gullying have never been liked by cultivators . Such area are 

often abandoned as agriculture there becomes uneconomical . Damage 

of cultivated fields· also takes place due t6 deposition of erosion 

debris . Velocity of flow comes down appreciably as rivers enter 

the plains. Most of the debris are deposited in the bed forcing 

the streams either to change their course or overflow its banks 

. In former eventuality , rivers destroy large tracts of productive 

fields and i 'q later deposit sand , gravel and boulders on the 

fertile fields turning them into barren waste . In dry and arid 

C• 
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areas moving sand du ne ofte n cover the fertile fi~lds render ing 

them a waste land o 

I n the s tudy area , dete r ioration of 

c ultivated f i el ds is mainly o n account of sheet washing , gullyin g 

a nd land s lips o In t he upper zones of a lmos t all the five river 

basins large number of abandoned agric ultural fields have been 

noticed 0 Th e soil de pth s a r e definitely s hallower in the upper 

reac hes a nd a s light negligen ce by the farmer erodes th e shal low 

to p soil be yond the s tage of recover y Such fields are soon 

aba ndon e d Many of such abandoned fields are also severely 

overgraz ed , s ubse que ntl y , ca using rever sa l of natural res toration 

processes , if any o In tea garden s , too , wherever tea bushes 

do not provide complete cover to the s oil s th ey have 

deteriorated re s ulting in ri ckety tea bu s he s s truggling for 

s urvival o Mo s t severe degr a dation is see n on the steeper s lopes 

which are ove rgr aze d burnt and s ubjected to quarrying of 

boulders . 

5 . 2 .3 SHORTAGE OF FUEL AND FODDER : 

As forest degrades , a very important 

so urce of fodder di sa ppea rs This affects badly the healt h of 

pas tur e lands a s they as excessi ve burden of grazing i s forced on 

them The over al l s horta ge of fod der affects the heal th of 

livestock in gen e ral . Conseq uently t he cat tl e population slowl y 

degenerates into sc r ub Deterior at ing forest do not produce 

opt imum timber and f uelwood aggravating their sca rcity furth er 

In the st udy area , s hortage of fodder i s quite acute It is a 
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common s ight to come across scrub cat tl e moving around inside 

reserve forest s in hug e nu mbers Similar 1 y , large number of 

illicit fire~ood collector s co uld be seen entering the fore sts and 

removing ~hatever ~ood they could lay th eir hands on . 

5. z. 4 INCREASE IN INCIDENCE OF FLOODS : 

Because of complete absence or 

only a sca nty presence of vegetation and greatly reduced 

infiltratio n capacity the run <)ff ft om rive r catchments is 

greatly increased . Thi s results in more frequent f loods than usual 

. Besides thi s per sis t ent depos ition of sediment load in flatter 

gradient of river beds progressively reduces the capacity of 

river channe l leadi ng to more frequent floods eve n ~ith smaller 

rate of discharge in the cha nnel . In valleys , alo ng the river 

banks , some paddy and mai ze fi elds are occasionally affected by 

floods for s hort durati on of time . 

5.Z.5 RE DUCED WATER SUPPLY 

Si nce erod in g s oils get their 

infiltratio n capacity greatly impeded , rain ~ater flows do~n the 

slope quickly and is not able to replenish the undergr ound 

reservoir ~hich fee ds the st reams rou nd the year . Consequently 

, streams become seasonal and are practically dr y after rains . The 

dry season discharge of rivers , ~hich is very crucial for supply 

of potable ~ater and that for hydroelectric projects , comes down 

quite appreciably Municipal catchments of Darjeeling and 

Kurseong to~n s fall in th e study area . The forest cover in both 
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of these catchments are very severely deg~aded This , probably 

~- i~ the reason of severe scarcity of water in these towns during 

dry season • In absence of monitoring of rivers during dry season 

over a: "longer period of time , it is :not possible to draw any 

quanti ta.tive · inference regarding the re,duced ·supplies in the 

study area • 

5. 2. 6 DAMAGE TO RESERVOIR 

HARBOURS : 

IRRIGATION CHANNEL , WATERWAYS AND 

Accumulating sediments silt up the 

. reservoirs, clogg the i rr iga tion channels, and fill up the 

navigational channels. Clogging of channels results in overflow and 

flooding of down stream ar·eas which damages the crops and is 

disastrous to the man made structures . Some irrigation channels 

are s~en to have been blocked because of deposition of silt 

5. 2. 7 DAMAGE TO COMMUNICATION ROUTES : 

Damage to communication 

routes is probably the most visible effect of soil erosion . The 

instances of highway and railway embankments being washed away by 

cutting of uncontrolled water , land slips ~ landslides and debris 

avalanche during rains is a common feature· . :tn dry and desert 

areas , they get buried· under shifting san'CI dl!nes . It has been 

estimated that more than fifty percent of annual cost of 

maintenance of communication routes are due to erosion damages 

In the study area disruption of 

communication routes is a major problem . This is mainly because 

) 
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of lan.dslides . The landslides in Darjeeling district have beeh 

widely studied by several workers . The Hill tart road which runs 

about 40 kms inside the study area , has, been a subject of many a 

investigations . In 1950 , 1968 , 1980 , and 1984 , communication 

.links were badly damaged in the study area ( Chattopadhyay , 1987 

) .. In. 1968 , Hill Cart road b~tween _ Kurseong and Dar jeeling was 

blocked at rs different points ( Gerrard , 1991 ) . In 1984 a 150 

mt long stretch of the ~a~e road was washed out . During 1950 and 

1980, too , serious disruption of com~unication routes took place. 

CONCLUSION : 

Thus it is. seen that various problems 

relating to soil erosion include faulty cultivation practices in 

agricultural lands and tea lands. Faulty agronomic practices, too 

, are a cause of concern . Unauthorised quarrying also adds to the 

sediment load and is instrumental in triggering slump of banks and 

even landslides. Unscientific water disposal along elaborate road 

networks also adds to soil degradation processes . Extension of 

roads and construction of new roads involving cutting of earth in 

highly fragile slopes also contributes to sediment loads of the 

streams of study area . Over settlements on account of presence of 

large number of tea gardens brings about consequences related to 

that . Heavy population density flanking the forest has taken a 

very heavy toll . Related with the high population density is the 

problem of deforestation due to illicit removal of firewood and 
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excessive grazing in the forest . 

C• 

This has degraded soil greatly 

. Overgrazing is rampant in forest as well as on steep scrub· 

lands attached with tea gardens Connected with the cattle 

population is. the heavy lopping of the trees of broad leaved 

species reducing crown cover and exposing soil underneath to 

eroding forces of rain drops . Forest fires are great menance in 

upper hill forests. A few occasional and d~& limited burning of 

younger plantations have taken place. Among the effects of soil 

erosion many of them • such a·s deterioration· of climate 

increased floods • reduced water supply and damage to reservoirs 

occur on a much larger tract and such effects are visible in the 

study area . Deterioration of cultivated fields , shortage of fuel 

and fodder is quite visible. What is most visible is the disruption 

of communication routes by landslides lan dsl ips and debris 

avalanches .It is· probably the severity of disruption of 

communication which has helped most in making people realise the 

importance of sound soil management practices . 

For studying various soil characteristics 

morphometric factors soil eroding processes and other 

paramet~rs relating to soil erosion , a number of methodologies 

have been utili sed to analyze their effects on soil erosion 

These methodologies have been discussed in subsequent chapter. 


